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1. Alexie, Sherman - *The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-time Indian*
2. Anderson, Laurie Halse- *Wintergirls*
3. Anonymous - *Go Ask Alice*
4. Arcos, Carrie—*Out of Reach*
5. Dessen, Sarah - *Saint Anything*
6. Deuker, Carl—*Gym Candy*
7. Gantos, Jack- *Hole in My Life*
8. Green, John- *Looking for Alaska*
9. Hopkins, Ellen- *Crank*
10. King, A.S. - *Please Ignore Vera Dietz*
11. McCormick, Patricia- *Cut*
12. Myers, Walter Dean- *The Beast*
13. Nelson, Blake- *Recovery Road*
14. Niven, Jennifer - *All the Bright Places*
15. Peters, Julie Anne- *By the Time You Read This, I’ll Be Dead*
16. Reed, Amy- *Clean*
17. Sáenz, Benjamin Alire- *Last Night I Sang to the Monster*
18. Schindler, Holly- *A Blue So Dark*
19. Schneider, Robin - *The Beginning of Everything*
20. Sharpe, Tess—*Far From You*
21. Tharp, Tim- *The Spectacular Now*
22. Vizzini, Ned - *It’s Kind of a Funny Story*
23. Walton, K.M- *Cracked*